TTT gives the opportunity to trade cryptocurrencies with just one click.
Our goal is to bring Bitcoin and Altcoins to investors and further.

How?

By introducing a new technology that use the Crypto financial market to
create passive income and that can be implemented in a savings card.

WHAT IS TTT
One of the greatest trading asset investors have been using in the past decades are indexes. In finance an
index is an indicator or statistical measure of change in a securities market. Stock and bond market indices
consist of a hypothetical portfolio of securities representing a particular market or a segment of it.
The Standard & Poor's 500 (S&P500), for example, is an American stock market index based on the market
capitalizations of 500 large companies having common stock listed on the NYSE.
Another example is The Nasdaq 100 Composite Index (QQQ) which allows investors to essentially invest in all
of the stocks that make up the Nasdaq 100 in a single security.
Such stock market indices, are the most commonly followed equity indices, and many consider it as one of the
best representations of the U.S. stock market, and a bellwether for the U.S. economy.
The first idea was to create a financial index with a selection of trading assets that gives investors an indication
of the whole Altcoins market sentiment and direction. The majority of the cryptocurrencies traders have
noticed that every increase of the Bitcoin price coincides simultaneously with a decrease of the largest Altcoins
and viceversa.
That's why we decided to improve the algorithms with the scenario that we buy or sell Bitcoins or Altcoins
depending on eachother price movements. After we achieved that we discovered the enormous potential that
those algorithms may have not only in the financial market but also in the real world and in the daily life.
Thanks to the initial financial support of the dutch government and the funds raised with this ICO we have the
opportunity to develop further the TTT technology for commercial use in the middle and big industry.

WHAT IS TTT WORTH
TTT price is based on the average price of the largest market capitalisation altcoins.
Knowing that, we see that the average price measured the 1 May 2017 of the first 25 currencies is $12.4 per
coin.
If we exclude the most expensive 5 currencies the average price for the remaining 20 currencies will be €7.20
per coin.
There in between ($7 and $12) is where we set the value of TTT.
This is based only on the market value of the best altcoins but, due to the fact that the TTT price is also based
on the Bitcoin price, the average must be much higher.
However, every investor knows well that nothing can be predicted and that the price of each stock is made by
the market itself.
Every investment is made for speculation and with the intention to buy low and sell high.
With the same concept we had the idea of a cheap initial price of the Tttcoin to stimulate investments in the
ICO and to be able in the long term to create a stable and durable currency.
The small amount of tokens available and the mining high difficulty will prevent dump and volatility.

THE EXCHANGE
In the coming months we will be completing and launching our exclusive financial and investing products.
The Bitotal token (ticker: TTT) will be the native currency. The first ever Index Coin.
Between our website environment you will be able to trade different exclusive assets:

TTT20 (20 biggest alternative currencies)
TTTEntertainment (Entertainment related altcoins)
TTTSoftware (Software companies)
TTTEmerging (Most promising new introduced coins)
TTTPrediction (Prediction and gambling related altcoins)
TTTVolatile (Most active cryptocurrencies)
TTTFund (Managed investment fund)

We will make a gradual entrance with the TTT coin into the global Exchange markets.
Every investor will be able to trade our tokens inside bitotal.com and exchange with other investors or friends.

THE FUTURE
We see the near future with 1 Bitcoin and tons of alternative cryptocurrencies.
That will surely satisfy our needs of decentralized financial environment but in the long end it won't be
sustainable.
We don't see in the long term how could people keep all those digital currencies or even use them daily.
Right now as we speak many new altcoins are made and most of them with the same purpose.
Obviously only a few will achieve their expectations and many will fail.
The main question is would we need more then 1 cryptocurrency? The future will tell us.
Bitcoin since his introduction in 2009 and afterthat has failed to give innovation and stands with a lack of
credibility. Too often is Bitcoin by definition associated with criminal activities or used by untrustfull people.
For that manner some of the best Altcoins are seen in a much better picture and have a better imago than
Bitcoin.
However no one really believes that one day will any Altcoin overtake Bitcoin for popularity.
What we think it would be needed to make the system more trustfull and sustainable in the near future is one
currency that unifies the value of all the biggest cryptocurrencies available and spreads financial risks among
them.

OUR VISION
Mathematics and algorithms will make possible for computers of the next generation to create passive income
for everyone of us.
You as investor need to approach this vision like something who will totally change anyone's view of the future
on how we can achieve wealth in a sustainable way.
Like machines replaced years ago the hard work of million working hands, in the same way will the crypto
technology substitute the way we all will in the future earn our money.
Right now we allready have miners who are for example generating bitcoins tokens in exchange of dollars.
Unfortunately what we now see is that after a fair begin in 2009 where everybody could easily and cheap
mine btc for a reasonable profit; we have now a situation where only a few people with sophisticated
computers can still conveniently mine any coin.
We can't tell yet how Bitotal will jump in this market hole but we can say that in Q1 of 2018 we will introduce
to the dutch market a revolutional but in the same way also traditional tool to make mining interesting for
everyone.
We believe that everybody from rich to poor has the right to profit from the TTT technology and as matter of
facts we will in the future only need a good internet connection to pay our bills.

INITIAL COIN OFFER
The Bitotal ecosystem will consist of three phases.
Phase 1 will build the Account Module of our website's back-end and includes the first initial TTTcoin offering
(ICO) round.
Phase 2 will begin after the first ICO round and will focus on developing the User Dashboard and Trading
Modules.
Phase 3 will focus on managing the projects and converting them into successful solutions.
We want to ensure that no single person or small group will be able to dominate the further developments
and price of our coin. A diverse set of stakeholders will guarantee a more democratic outcome and will be
distributed amongst a greater number of stakeholders.
There will be 5 million premined TTTcoins available in the Bitotal ecosystem.
Over the total amount will be held 10% for the team members and the other 90% distributed in the 3 ICO
rounds.
The 10% held for team members will be distributed to the future members of the group.
Think hereabout: Application developers, PR managers, UI developers, Java developers, Offline and Online
Marketing, Community builders and bounties.

ICO PRICE
Initial price of the TTTcoin is set to $1 each and will be fixed during the 15 days of the 1st ICO round.
2nd round start price will be calculated from the average of the sold or unsold coins in round 1.
In this 2nd round the ask price per token rises daily accordingly to demand and tokens sold. During the 15
days of this second round the price per coin will for any reason decrease in value.
The price at the end of the 2nd round will be the start price of the 3rd round.
During the 3rd and last round, until the end of ICO the 31 August 2017, the TTT price will be affected from
demand and also from the TTT20 Cryptocurrencies Index.
Instead of giving discount by the purchase of the first TTT coins we raise the ask price accordingly to demand
just like a normal stock share or index.
Unsold coins will be available for purchase through our platform and the price will be calculated in the same
way as the round 3.
Moreover, this will create confidence in early ICO participants who will be supportive of the values established
by TTT.
We want a stable coin price and therefore we will use a percentage of the funds to systematically rebuy tokens
from exchanges.

CAPITAL INVESTMENT
Bitotal will build the foundation of the community during the first ICO round.
This includes the website, key marketing materials, white papers, corporate branding guidelines, and a
showcase of the unique features of the Bitotal ecosystem.
Phase one establishes the structure of the Tttcoin Board, as well as the senior management team and staff
members who will be instrumental in building Bitotal foundation.
This consists of marketing specialists, blockchain developers, and cryptocurrency experts.

The following materials and applications will be released shortly after the ICO:
- The Exchange Module which will enable to exchange TTT for BTC
- The Transaction Module which will enable the purchase of TTT with Euro and Dollars
- The Trading Module which will enable to trade index markets exclusively from our platform
- Introduction TTT Savings Card.

